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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Sleep supports higher brain functions such as memory consolidation and synaptic plasticity \[[@bib1]\]. Sleep disorders are linked to poor health, including the progression of neurodegenerative diseases and reduced lifespan in humans. Therefore, the wide prevalence of sleep disorders in modern societies poses a major health problem \[[@bib2]\]. Sleep is ancient in origin and most likely evolved together with the emergence of a nervous system. However, little is known about the conditions that led to the evolution of sleep and about how sleep controls basic vital functions. Studying sleep in simple animals can shed light on the essential needs fulfilled by sleep \[[@bib3]\].

Sleep is found in all organisms that have a nervous system, ranging from jellyfish to humans \[[@bib4]\]. Its widespread occurrence implies that sleep is important, a view supported by the finding that sleep deprivation has detrimental effects \[[@bib5]\]. Environmental conditions can impact sleep \[[@bib6], [@bib7]\]. Nutrient availability often fluctuates, and all organisms have thus established strategies to sense and respond to a lack of food. Across species, starvation triggers developmental arrest and a biphasic behavioral response consisting of a first phase of increased activity and suppressed sleep, followed by decreased physical activity \[[@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib16]\]. Although increased physical activity is understood as a strategy to increase foraging, less is known about the regulation and function of decreased behavioral activity following long-term starvation \[[@bib17]\]. Modest food deprivation can exert beneficial effects, suggesting that, in order to survive food deprivation, animals adapt their physiology and activate health- and longevity-promoting pathways \[[@bib16], [@bib18]\].

*Caenorhabditis elegans* is a model animal with low ethical hurdles for harsh survival assays. It lives a boom-and-bust lifestyle with periods of rapid proliferation when food is present alternating with long periods of starvation. As an adaptation to food scarcity, *C. elegans* has evolved survival strategies, including larval developmental arrest, an alternative larval life stage called "dauer," and an increased lifespan in adults \[[@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21]\]. The study of dietary restriction and starvation and their role on lifespan in *C. elegans* has led to the identification of major conserved signaling pathways controlling development and aging. Important nutrient-sensing and lifespan-promoting systems act through AMP-activated kinase and the FoxO transcription factor \[[@bib21]\].

Like most animals, *C. elegans* sleeps, a phenomenon that has been studied most in the developing larva and after cellular stress in the adult \[[@bib22], [@bib23]\]. From worms to humans, sleep is induced by conserved sleep-active neurons that depolarize at the onset of sleep. They actively induce this behavior by directly inhibiting arousal circuits through GABA and neuropeptides. Upstream pathways control the depolarization of sleep-active neurons and thereby control the timing and amount of sleep \[[@bib24], [@bib25]\]. In mammals, several populations of sleep-active neurons exist, which are thought to induce sleep in a concerted action. The best-studied population of sleep-active neurons is found in the preoptic area (POA). These neurons form part of the so-called descending system that inhibits arousal during sleep. Sleep-active neurons also confer an increased sleep pressure after sleep deprivation, as their depolarization is increased at the onset of rebound sleep \[[@bib26], [@bib27]\]. Similarly, several populations of sleep-promoting neurons exist in *Drosophila*. A cluster of nerve cells innervating the dorsal-fan-shaped body (dFB) of the central complex presents a well-studied population of sleep-promoting neurons, whose excitability can be switched dependent on sleep need \[[@bib28]\]. In *C. elegans*, sleep during lethargus, a developmentally controlled phase of molting during which worms synthesize a new cuticle, requires a single sleep-active sleep-inducing neuron called RIS, which expresses GABA and inhibitory RFamide peptides. Like its mammalian counterparts, this neuron induces sleep when depolarized optogenetically, shows calcium transients at sleep onset, most likely indicating depolarization, shows over-activation after sleep deprivation, and is inhibited by waking stimuli \[[@bib29], [@bib30], [@bib31]\].

To find out why a simple animal sleeps, we searched for conditions in which RIS-induced sleep is essential for survival in *C. elegans*. Although worms show sleep during most stages and conditions, this behavior is most prominent during various forms of starvation and developmental arrest, where conserved nutrient-sensing lifespan regulators control it. Although sleepless adult worms have a normal lifespan under both ample food condition as well as starvation, sleeplessness impairs survival of larvae during developmental arrest. Interestingly, the role of sleep in starvation-induced arrest survival appears not to only be conservation of energy but to prevent the progression of aging phenotypes. Thus, sleep presents an adaptive anti-aging strategy to survive starvation-induced arrest. Our work provides a molecular link between sleep, longevity, starvation, and developmental arrest with high potential implications for the evolutionary origin of sleep as well as for human health.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Sleep Is Widespread across Stages and Conditions, with Extended Starvation Presenting a Major Sleep Trigger {#sec2.1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To find out how sleep becomes vital in a simple animal, we quantified sleep during several life stages and conditions to find out what is the strongest trigger for this state. We focused on food availability and quality, which affects behavioral activity and quiescence \[[@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib19], [@bib32], [@bib33]\]. We used RIS calcium imaging as a proxy for depolarization of this neuron and locomotion quiescence as an assay to identify and quantify sleep. Worms were cultured in microfluidic devices made from hydrogel \[[@bib34], [@bib35]\] and behavior, and calcium transients in RIS were imaged and quantified during different life stages and food conditions ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We first looked for sleep in adult worms and tested the effects of three types of bacterial food: first, to mimic standard worm culture conditions, we fed worms with bacteria in the presence of bacterial growth medium \[[@bib32]\] ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). Second, we tested bacteria that were depleted of growth medium ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). And third, we tested dead bacteria in the presence of growth medium ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). Worms living on fed bacteria showed extended sleep bouts ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A, [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A, and S2B). A reduction of locomotion always coincided with increased RIS depolarization ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}J). Worms feeding on dead or starved bacteria, however, showed virtually no sleep behavior ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B, 1C, and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A).Figure 1Food Conditions Control Sleep Amount in *C. elegans* across Stages(A--I) Individual RIS calcium imaging and sleep measurements. RIS activity is shown in red and locomotion speed in black; blue shading shows sleep bouts as defined by a locomotion cessation threshold. At the onset of a sleep bout, RIS activated and locomotion ceased.(A) An adult worm feeding on OP50 bacteria with bacterial growth medium.(B) An adult worm feeding on OP50 without bacterial growth medium.(C) An adult worm feeding on dead OP50 with growth medium.(D) An adult that was starved for 24 hr.(E) An L1 larva in the presence of food, 8 hr after hatching and prior to lethargus.(F) An L1 larva before and during lethargus as defined as the non-feeding period (starting at 0 hr) prior to the molt in the presence of food.(G) An arrested L1 larva that was starved for 24 hr.(H) A 3-day-old dauer larva in the absence of food.(I) An adult feeding on OP50 without growth medium in the presence of dauer pheromone.(J--O) RIS activity increased significantly with locomotion cessation at the onset of sleep bouts in all conditions. The increase of Δ F/F of the calcium sensor signal was (J) 126.1% ± 20.2%, n = 24 worms, ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001 for adults on growing OP50; (K) 32.5% ± 5.4%, n = 20 worms, ^∗∗^p \< 0.01 for starving adults; and (L) 22.0% ± 0.9%, n = 14 worms, ^∗^p = 0.014 for developing L1 worms during lethargus.(M--O) 58.7% ± 4.9% (M), n = 33 worms, ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001 for arrested L1 larvae; 36.8% ± 7.9% (N), n = 13 worms, ^∗∗^p = 0.002 for dauer larvae; 45.7% ± 19.8% (O), n = 12 worms, ^∗^p = 0.02 for adults on stationary OP50 with dauer pheromone.For all statistical comparisons, the paired Wilcoxon rank test was used. See also [Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.Figure 2The Sleep-Active RIS Neuron Is Required for All Types of Physiological SleepFraction of time spent asleep in wild-type, *aptf-1(gk794)*, and RIS-ablation (RIS(−)).(A) Median sleep duration in adult worms in the presence of growing bacteria was 18% in wild-type and 8% in *aptf-1(gk794)*; ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001. In the absence of growth medium and in the presence of dead bacteria, median sleep duration was 0% for both wild-type and *aptf-1(gk794)*.(B) In adult worms, starvation increased sleep compared with worms fed on bacteria in the absence of growth medium. Median sleep duration in starved adults was 31% in wild-type and 0% in *aptf-1(gk794)* and RIS(−); ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001.(C) Fraction of time spent asleep in wild-type and *aptf-1(gk794)* in fed L1 prior to and during lethargus. Before lethargus, median sleep fraction was 0% for both wild-type and *aptf-1(*−*)*. During lethargus, the median sleep fraction was 35% for wild-type and 0% for *aptf-1(gk794)*; ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001.(D) Sleep fraction in starved L1 larvae. Wild-type larvae had a median sleep fraction of 33%, *aptf-1(gk794)* 0%, and RIS(−) 5%; ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001.(E) Sleep fraction in dauer larvae. Median sleep fraction in dauer larvae was 92% wild-type, 0% in *aptf-1(gk794)*, and 2% in RIS(−); ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001.(F) Sleep fraction in adult worms in the presence of dauer pheromone. Wild-type worms showed a median sleep fraction of 18% and *aptf-1(gk794)* of 3%; ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001.The numbers of assayed worms (n) are displayed below the boxplots. Statistical comparisons were made using the Mann-Whitney U test.

Short-term (few hours) fasting results in increased arousal and foraging in *C. elegans* \[[@bib15]\], whereas prolonged (more than 12 hr) starvation results in behavioral quiescence and developmental arrest \[[@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib33], [@bib36]\]. To analyze sleep during starvation and arrest, we looked at one day starved adults, L1 larvae during lethargus (when worms do not feed during cuticle remodeling), one day starved developmentally arrested L1 larvae, and three days starved dauer larvae. We observed prominent sleep bouts during starvation and arrest in all stages that were tested ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D--1H, [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B--2E, and [S2](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C--S2J). RIS again depolarized strongly at the onset of all sleep bouts ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}K--1N).

As pheromones play a strong role in anticipation of adverse life conditions and the development of the developmentally arrested dauer larva \[[@bib37]\], we also tested the effect of pheromones on sleep in adults feeding on starved bacteria. Dauer pheromone extract also induced sleep bouts and RIS depolarization, which is consistent with the observation that population density affects sleep ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}I, 1O, [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}F, [S2](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}K, and S2L) \[[@bib16]\].

In summary, behavioral quiescence was typically accompanied by RIS activation at the onset of virtually all sleep bouts and across all stages and conditions that we tested. An increase in RIS calcium precisely correlates with reduction of behavioral activity. Thus, rather than reflecting sleep pressure building up during wakefulness prior to sleep onset \[[@bib11], [@bib38]\], RIS activity indicates the active induction of sleep. Food conditions appear to be a major determinant for RIS activation and sleep amounts in both larvae and adults. Not only the presence or absence of food determines sleep quantity but also food quality, with metabolizing bacteria appearing as a strong sleep trigger. Extended starvation and arrested development triggered the strongest sleeping behavior. As pheromones signal population density, sleep may already be modulated in anticipation of starvation. RIS calcium imaging combined with locomotion quantification thus presents a straightforward assay to identify sleep, which occurred during all stages and most conditions and thus is much wider spread than previously thought \[[@bib22], [@bib39]\].

Across Life Stages and Physiological Conditions, Sleep Is Induced by the Sleep-Active RIS Neuron {#sec2.2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RIS is crucially required for sleep during lethargus \[[@bib29], [@bib30]\]. During un-physiological conditions, such as after severe cellular stress, a second neuron, called ALA, has been suggested to induce sleep independently of RIS \[[@bib39], [@bib40], [@bib41]\]. Our imaging results suggest that sleep, at least under more physiological conditions, generally involves the RIS neuron. We hence tested whether the types of sleep that we observed depend on RIS. To ablate RIS function, we used *aptf-1* mutant worms that lack neuropeptide expression in RIS, which is required for lethargus sleep induction. In addition, we genetically ablated RIS by expression of the apoptosis inducer EGL-1 from a RIS-specific promoter \[[@bib30]\]. In RIS-deficient worms, sleep was strongly reduced or virtually abolished (median sleep fraction in fed adult worms with growth medium was reduced by 56% in *aptf-1(gk794)*; in starved adults by 100% in *aptf-1(gk794)* and RIS(−); during lethargus by 100% in *aptf-1(gk794)*; in arrested L1 larvae by 100% and 84% in *aptf-1(gk794)* and RIS(−), respectively; in dauer larvae by 100% and 98% in *aptf-1(gk794)* and RIS(−), respectively; and in adults in the presence of dauer pheromone by 83% in *aptf-1(gk794)*; [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, consistent with our imaging data, RIS is required for sleep under all studied conditions. This suggests a pivotal role of RIS in sleep under physiological conditions.

Starvation-Induced Quiescence during L1 Arrest Is a Sleep State {#sec2.3}
---------------------------------------------------------------

The dependency of quiescence on RIS indicates that most types of behavioral quiescence in the worm constitute sleep rather than other types of quiescence, such as quiet wakefulness or paralysis. However, quiescence during L1 arrest has not yet been characterized as sleep using behavioral criteria \[[@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib19], [@bib32], [@bib33], [@bib41], [@bib42], [@bib43]\]. Sleep is defined and can be distinguished from other types of quiescence by a reduced response threshold, rapid reversibility, and homeostatic regulation \[[@bib44]\]. We hence assayed whether quiescence during L1 arrest fulfills the behavioral definition of sleep.

To test for responsiveness, we used blue light to trigger an escape response \[[@bib45]\] in arrested L1 larvae inside microfluidic compartments and measured the resulting increase in locomotion. Although waking worms responded with a strong locomotion increase, during sleep, the acceleration was reduced ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A and 3B). We next tested for reversibility of sleep by providing a strong optogenetic sensory stimulus. For this, we expressed the channelrhodopsin variant ReaChR in nociceptive ASH neurons or mechano-sensory neurons, depolarized them with green light \[[@bib46]\], and followed locomotion and RIS polarization. Optogenetic stimulation of ASH neurons or *mec-4*-expressing neurons quickly reversed quiescence ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C, 3D, [S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A, and S3B). The waking stimulus also acutely inhibited RIS activity, leading to a premature termination of the RIS depolarization transient ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C, 3D, [S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A, and S3B). To provide a non-optogenetic sensory stimulus, we applied noxious blue light, which triggers an avoidance response \[[@bib45], [@bib47]\]. Similar to the optogenetic stimulus, blue light reversed quiescence and inhibited RIS ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}E and [S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C).Figure 3Behavioral Quiescence during L1 Arrest Presents a Sleep State(A and B) To test for responsiveness to stimulation during quiescence in arrested L1 larvae (A), a blue light stimulus was given and locomotion velocity was measured. (B) Linear regression of locomotion speeds during the first minute of blue light irradiation was used to measure locomotion acceleration. Waking worms (red dotted line, red box) accelerated with 0.22 ± 0.02 μm/s^2^, whereas sleeping worms (blue dotted line, blue box) accelerated only with 0.11 ± 0.01 μm/s^2^ (n = 42 worms; ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; paired Wilcoxon rank test).(C--E) To test for sleep reversibility, nociceptive ASH neurons and *mec-4* expressing mechano-sensory neurons were stimulated optogenetically with ReaChr and green light in sleeping arrested L1 larvae. In addition, arrested L1 larvae were stimulated with noxious blue light. RIS activity is shown in red (control without all trans-Retinal \[ATR\] in light red), speed in black (control without ATR in gray), and the fraction of sleeping animals in blue (control without ATR in light blue).(C) Sleeping worms responded immediately to ASH activation and the sleep bout ceased. The fraction of sleeping animals decreased by 91.6% ± 1.7% (control worms without ATR by 12.3% ± 2.9%; ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; two-sample t test). RIS activity (ΔF/F) dropped by 35.5% ± 4.2% (control worms without ATR showed only a drop of ΔF/F of 11.9% ± 0.3%; ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001 two-sample t test). Locomotion velocity increased by 313.7% ± 26.0% (control worms without ATR by 65.7% ± 14.0%; ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; two-sample t test). n~(ATR)~ = 23 worms; n~(without\ ATR)~ = 47 worms.(D) Sleeping worms immediately responded to *mec-4*-expressing mechano-sensory neuron activation, and the sleep bout ceased. The fraction of sleeping animals decreased by 52.45% ± 6.0% (control worms without ATR by 10.0% ± 2.6%; ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; two-sample t test). RIS activity (ΔF/F) dropped by 32.8% ± 3.2% (control worms without ATR showed only a drop of ΔF/F of 7.0% ± 2.1%; ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; two-sample t test). Locomotion velocity increased by 351.7% ± 44.0% (control worms without ATR by 14.6% ± 4.0%; ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; two-sample t test). n~(ATR)~ = 29 worms; n~(without\ ATR)~ = 50 worms.(E) Sleeping worms immediately responded to noxious blue light illumination, leading to sleep bout termination. The fraction of sleeping animals decreased by 75.5% ± 3.5% (control worms without blue light stimulation by 4.1% ± 0.6%; ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; two-sample t test). RIS activity (ΔF/F) dropped by 43.2% ± 7.9% (control worms without blue light stimulation showed only a drop of ΔF/F of 4.3% ± 7.7%; ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; two-sample t test). Locomotion velocity increased by 367.9% ± 5.8% (control worms without ATR by 80.3% ± 28.2%; ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; two-sample t test). n~(stimulation)~ = 35 worms; n~(without\ stimulation)~ = 37 worms.(F) To test for homeostasis, RIS was inhibited for 1 hr with ArchT and green light in the arrested L1 larvae. RIS activity is shown in red (control without ATR in light red), speed in black (control without ATR in gray), and the fraction of sleeping animals in blue (control without ATR in light blue). After the end of green light exposure, the fraction of sleeping worms increased by 265.6% ± 13.1% (control worms without ATR decreased by 19.3% ± 6.7%; ^∗∗^p = 0.007; two-sample t test). RIS activity (ΔF/F) increased by 24.3% ± 2.2% (in control worms without ATR, it increased by 5.6% ± 1.0%; ^∗∗^p = 0.005; two-sample t test). Locomotion velocity decreased by 63.3% ± 16.0% (control worms without ATR increased by 5.5% ± 4.0%; ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; two-sample t test). n~(ATR)~ = 32 worms; n~(without\ ATR)~ = 25 worms.(G) To test for overall neuronal activity during a sleep bout, calcium activity in the head neurons was measured using pan-neuronal GCaMP6s. Head neuron activity is shown in orange and locomotion speed in black; blue shading shows sleep bouts as defined by a locomotion cessation threshold. At the onset of a sleep bout, head neuron activity decreased and locomotion ceased. ΔF/F was decreased to 82.3% ± 0.2% (n = 21 worms; ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; paired Wilcoxon rank test).Error bars in (C)--(G) indicate the SEM. See also [Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

To test for homeostatic regulation, we deprived sleep through temporary optogenetic inhibition of RIS using the light-driven proton pump ArchT \[[@bib48]\]. We inhibited RIS for 1 hr using green light and measured the behavioral response and the depolarization of the RIS neuron before, during, and after the inhibition. Optogenetic silencing efficiently prevented RIS depolarization and sleep induction during illumination ([Figures S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D and S3E). Following the end of RIS inhibition, sleeping behavior and RIS depolarization increased compared to control levels, suggesting that quiescence is under homeostatic control ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}F, [S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D, and S3E).

During sleep, including *C. elegans* lethargus, the majority of neurons show dampened activity \[[@bib38], [@bib49]\]. To test whether global neural activity is reduced during sleep, we imaged pan-neuronal calcium activity. Global brain activity was indeed dampened during quiescence bouts ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}G).

Thus, starvation-induced quiescence during larval arrest presents a sleep state, with its key behavioral and neurophysiological hallmarks. Regulatory principles typical for mammalian sleep are present also in starvation-induced sleep: the fast inhibition of RIS through a waking stimulus is similar to the flip flop switch that ensures discrete behavioral states and the increased RIS depolarization during rebound sleep also occurs similarly in sleep-active neurons of the vertebrate POA \[[@bib26]\].

AMP-Activated Kinase and FoxO Act in Parallel to Induce Sleep during Starvation {#sec2.4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Starvation is sensed by conserved pathways that trigger protective strategies. AMP-activated kinase (AAK-1/2) is an energy sensor that is activated by a high AMP/ATP ratio and that triggers the switch from anabolic to catabolic processes. Reduced activity of the insulin/insulin-like signaling (IIS) receptor (DAF-2) leads to the activation of FoxO (DAF-16), a transcription factor that expresses genes that promote stress resistance and longevity \[[@bib21]\]. DAF-16 also plays a role in coping with the consequences of stressful sleep deprivation and modulates quiescence \[[@bib11], [@bib50], [@bib51], [@bib52]\]. Both FoxO and AMPK are required for starvation-induced developmental arrest \[[@bib20], [@bib53]\]. To test whether longevity pathways are responsible for the majority of starvation sleep, we measured RIS activation and sleep in mutants that are defective in AMP-activated kinase and IIS.

We first tested a loss-of-function mutation in *daf-2* in the presence of food conditions that normally do not lead to sleep. *daf-2(*−*)* caused sleep and RIS depolarization in the presence of starved bacteria as a food source ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A--4C, [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}M, and S2N), and this effect was dependent on *daf-16* ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C). We next tested sleep in *daf-16(*−*)* during larval and adult starvation. *daf-16(*−*)* showed only a moderate reduction of sleep in adults, consistent with previous results ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D) \[[@bib11]\]. Similarly, partially reduced sleeping behavior was found in *aak-1/aak-2* double-mutant animals during starvation ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D), prompting us to knock out both pathways simultaneously. The *aak-2/daf-16* double mutant showed a near-complete absence of sleep in the adult ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D), but not in the larva ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E). *aak-1/aak-2/daf-16* triple mutant worms showed a strong loss of sleep in the starved adult ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D) and also a strong sleep reduction in the arrested L1 larva ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E). Thus, AAK-1/2 and DAF-16 appear to act in parallel to induce sleep during extended starvation.Figure 4The Nutrient-Sensing Longevity Regulators IIS and AMP Kinase Regulate Starvation Sleep through RIS Activation(A) RIS GCaMP3 signal intensities and corresponding velocity traces of a representative *daf-2(e1370)* mutant worm. RIS activity is shown in red and locomotion speed in black; blue shading shows sleep bouts as defined by a locomotion cessation threshold. At the onset of a sleep bout, RIS activated and locomotion ceased. Note that RIS depolarizes at sleep onset and is not depolarized during the entire quiescence bout, which is similarly observed in the dauer larva.(B) Averaged RIS activity and velocity aligned to sleep bout onset. RIS activity (ΔF/F) increased by 17.9% ± 4.7% during sleep (n = 15 worms; ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; paired Wilcoxon rank test).(C) DAF-2 inhibition induces sleep through RIS and DAF-16. Median sleep time was 66% in *daf-2(e1370)*; 9% in *daf-2(e1370); aptf-1(gk794)*, ^∗∗^p \< 0.01; and 0% in *daf-2(e1370)*; *daf-16(mu86)*, ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001.(D) Longevity genes control starvation-induced sleep in the adult: median time spent in sleep was 31% in wild-type; 24% in *daf-16(mgDf50)* mutation, ^∗^p \< 0.05; 24% in *aak-1(tm1944);aak-2(ok524)* double mutants, ^∗∗^p \< 0.01; 21% in *daf-16(mgDf50)/aak-1(tm1944)* double mutants, ^∗^p \< 0.05; 0% in *daf-16(mgDf50)/aak-2(ok524)* double mutants, ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; and 4% in *daf-16(mgDf50)/aak-1(tm1944)/aak-2(ok524)* triple mutants, ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001.(E) Longevity genes control starvation-induced larval sleep. Single or double mutation combinations did not reduce sleep significantly, but, compared with wild-type (median sleep fraction 33%), the *daf-16(mgDf50)/aak-1(tm1944)/aak-2(ok524)* triple mutant reduced sleep (median sleep fraction 14%); ^∗^p \< 0.05; ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001.(F) Insulin signaling and sirtuin, which control the activity of FoxO and AMPK, control sleep. Median sleep fraction was 16% in wild-type; 4% in *daf-18(ok480)*, ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; and 5% in *sir-2.1(ok434)*, ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001.(G) Hypothetical working model that integrates literature data with our observations. The numbers of assayed worms (n) are displayed below the boxplots. Sleep duration comparisons with N2 were made using the Mann-Whitney U test and were confirmed with Benjamini-Hochberg procedure for multiple comparisons. Error bars indicate the SEM.See also [Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for tissue-specific rescue experiments.

We next wished to link starvation-induced sleep to the genes that are upstream of AMPK and FoxO. We hence quantified sleep in mutants of genes that are known to control AMPK and FoxO. In the presence of food, IIS activates the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) AGE-1 to produce PIP3, which activates Akt kinase (AKT-1/2) \[[@bib21]\]. A major role of Akt in *C. elegans* is to inhibit FoxO \[[@bib54]\]. In other systems, Akt also inhibits AMPK by adding an inhibitory phosphorylation on Ser485, which then inhibits the activation of AMPK by LKB1 \[[@bib55]\], and there is evidence that Akt also inhibits AMPK in *C. elegans* \[[@bib56]\]. Thus, both FoxO and AMPK have in common that they can be suppressed through Akt \[[@bib55], [@bib56], [@bib57]\]. The tumor suppressor DAF-18/PTEN inhibits IIS signaling by hydrolyzing PIP3 produced by AGE-1/PI3K. *daf-18* deletion thus leads to constitutive activation of Akt \[[@bib21]\]. We tested whether *daf-18* deletion leads to a suppression of starvation-induced sleep and found that sleep was strongly reduced ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}F). Starvation also leads to the activation of SIRT/SIR-2.1, which can act through activation of both FoxO \[[@bib57]\] and AMPK \[[@bib58]\]. We thus tested sleep after deletion of *sir-2.1*. We observed again a reduction of sleep in *sir-2.1(*−*)* mutants ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}F). These results are consistent with the known network of longevity genes and a model in which, in the presence of food, canonical IIS is wake promoting through the inhibition of AMPK and FOXO and in which, during starvation, sirtuin signaling is sleep-promoting by activating AMPK and FOXO ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}G). Such dual control mechanism of two parallel pathways could account for the robustness of sleep induction during starvation. Our data thus suggest that the known network of longevity genes controls sleep induction during starvation.

To find out in which tissues AMPK and FoxO act during starvation to induce sleep, we performed rescue experiments. We used *daf-2(*−*)/daf-16(*−*)* worms and expressed *daf-16* specifically in either neurons, muscle, or intestine and quantified sleep in adults in the presence of food \[[@bib59], [@bib60]\]. Sleep was reinstated partially but significantly by expression in muscle and inconsistently by expression in intestine, but not by expression in neurons ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). The role of *daf-16* in muscle during starvation is consistent with previous data suggesting a role of *daf-16* in muscle to control increased sleep after forced locomotion during lethargus and supports a conserved role of muscle in signaling sleep need \[[@bib51], [@bib61]\]. During physical exercise, musculature is the major consumer of energy, and this tissue may thus be well suited to signal energy shortage during both forced movement and starvation \[[@bib62]\]. The weak rescue from non-neuronal tissues together with the lack of neuronal rescue suggests that *daf-16* acts in signaling centers outside of RIS.

To identify the tissues in which AMPK acts, we expressed *aak-2* in an *aak-2(*−*)/daf-16(*−*)* background. We quantified sleep in adult worms in the absence of food and looked for rescue in neurons, muscle, intestine, hypodermis, and the excretory cell \[[@bib15], [@bib56], [@bib63]\]. AMPK rescue effects were partial but significant in all tissues that were tested. Because AMPK could be rescued from all tissues, including neurons, we specifically tested whether AMPK also can act in RIS and found that it partially could ([Figures S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B and S4C). Thus, AMPK appears to be able to induce sleep by acting in many tissues, including in RIS. Consistent with previous reports, which found that AMPK can act across various tissues, this may indicate that many or perhaps even all tissues that experience energy stress can signal to RIS for sleep induction \[[@bib15], [@bib56], [@bib63]\].

Sleep Is Required to Survive Larval Starvation-Induced Arrest {#sec2.5}
-------------------------------------------------------------

The strong induction of sleep during starvation and arrest through aging pathways suggested that sleep might play a role in surviving food deprivation and development cessation \[[@bib18], [@bib64]\]. Thus, we tested adult lifespan along with survival and recovery from L1 arrest in the presence or absence of food in sleepless mutants. We first measured the lifespan of adult worms in the presence of food and during starvation. In both conditions, there was no consistent and significant difference in lifespan between wild-type, *aptf-1(*−*)*, and RIS-ablated worms ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A--5D and [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A--S5D). We then tested L1 arrest survival and recoverability. For this, we measured both the time that L1 larvae stayed alive in the absence of food as well as the time until larvae were still able to recover from the arrest and to resume their development when fed \[[@bib65]\]. Both survival time and the ability to recover were reduced consistently and significantly by about half in sleepless mutants ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}E. 5F, and [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E--S5H). Thus, although there does not seem to be a strict requirement of sleep for survival in adult *C. elegans*, it becomes essential in the arrested larva.Figure 5Sleep Is Required for Surviving Larval Starvation-Induced ArrestShown are representative experiments; additional replicates can be found in [Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.(A) Adult lifespans of feeding wild-type (blue) and *aptf-1(gk794)* (red) worms were not significantly different (mean lifespan, N2: 14.6 days, n = 44 worms; *aptf-1(gk794)*: 15.3 days, n = 43 worms; p = 0.71; log rank test).(B) Lifespan of feeding wild-type (blue) and RIS(−) (yellow) adult worms shows no significant difference (mean lifespan, N2: 14.2 days, n = 94 worms; RIS(−): 14.1 days, n = 86 worms; p = 0.71; log rank test).(C and D) No significant difference of lifespan was detected in (C) starved adult *aptf-1(gk794)* compared to starved N2 (mean lifespan, N2: 29.8 days, n = 60 worms; *aptf-1(gk794)*: 29.5 days, n = 63 worms; p = 0.65; log rank test) and (D) also not in starved RIS(−) (mean lifespan N2: 32.0 days, n = 85 worms; RIS(−): 30.6 days, n = 84 worms; p = 0.06; log rank test).(E) L1-arrested *aptf-1(gk794)* mutants and RIS ablated worms showed substantially reduced survival in the absence of food (time at which 50% of worms were still alive, N2: 20.7 days, n \> 60 worms for each time point; *aptf-1(gk794)*: 12.1 days, n \> 60 worms; ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; RIS(−): 9.4 days, n \> 60 worms; ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; significance shown from day 8; Fischer's exact test).(F) Arrested L1 *aptf-1(gk794)* and RIS-ablated worms showed a significant decline in the ability to re-enter development when fed (time at which 50% of worms were still able to recover, N2: 18.7 days, n \> 60 worms; *aptf-1(gk794)*: 11.4 days, n \> 60 worms; ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; RIS(−): 8.5 days, n \> 60 worms; ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; significance shown from day 8 for RIS(−) and day 10 for *aptf-1* mutant; Fischer's exact test).(G) Sleep amount predicts starvation survival. Arrested starved L1 larvae were cultured in microchambers, and their sleep and survival were quantified. Data from individual worms within the range used for linear fitting (black line) are plotted as blue diamonds (data outside the range of the SD of the mean, including early-dying immobile individuals, were excluded; gray); R^2^ = 0.21.(H) Starved arrested L1 *aak-1(tm1944)/aak-2(ok524)/daf-16(mgDf50)*/*aptf-1(gk794)* quadruple mutants showed no reduced survival compared to *aak-1(tm1944)/aak-2(ok524)*/*daf-16(mgDf50)* triple mutants (time at which 50% of worms were still alive, *aak-1(tm1944)/aak-2(ok524)/daf-16(mgDf50):* 3.9 days, n \> 60 worms; *aak-1(tm1944)/aak-2(ok524)/daf-16(mgDf50)*/*aptf-1(gk794):* 3.9 days, n \> 60 worms; p \> 0.05 for all days; Fischer's exact test).(I) FUdR-arrested L1s in the presence of food have a decreased survival. Arrested L1 survival is significantly decreased in *aptf-1(gk794)* and in RIS(−) worms (mean survival, N2: 25.7 days, n = 143 worms; *aptf-1(gk794)*: 21.9 days, n = 140 worms; ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; RIS(−): 22.1 days, n = 135 worms; ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; log rank test).See also [Figures S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Tables S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for additional replicates and details on food consumption.

To test whether sleep is a predictor of survival, we quantified quiescence for individual starved L1 larvae inside microfluidic devices and also measured their survival span. A correlation was seen between the amount of sleep during the first 2--4 days of starvation and survival (an increase of 1% sleeping time corresponded to an increase in survival extension by roughly 5%; [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}G), suggesting that sleep is a predictor for surviving starvation.

If sleep is part of the protective program induced by AAK-1/2 and IIS, then ablating sleep in AAK-1/2 and IIS mutants should not further decrease survival during larval starvation. To test this idea, we looked at survival of *aptf-1(*−*)* mutant worms in a FoxO/AAK-1/2 triple mutant background. There was no difference in survival due to sleep loss when we compared the *daf-16(mgDf50)*/*aak-1(tm1944)/aak-2(ok524)* triple mutant with *daf-16(mgDf50)*/*aak-1(tm1944)/aak-2(ok524)/aptf-1(gk794)* quadruple mutant ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}H and [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}I). This is consistent with the view that sleep and AAK/FoxO act in the same pathway.

If the role of sleep were to conserve energy or nutrients, then feeding would suppress the requirement of sleep for survival. To test this idea, we arrested L1 larvae using 5-fluoro-2′-deoxyuridine (FUdR), kept them in the presence of *ad libitum E. coli* as food source, and measured survival. The arrested larvae consumed the bacteria ([Figures S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A and S6B) and showed sleeping behavior ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). However, sleepless worms still had a significantly shorter lifetime than the sleeping control ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}I and [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}J). This suggests that, although resource preservation is important, sleep acts beyond energy or nutrient conservation to achieve survival.

Sleep Counteracts the Progression of Aging Phenotypes during Starvation-Induced Arrest {#sec2.6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Recent work demonstrated that L1 arrested larvae show a progression of aging phenotypes leading to death. Thus, the cause of death of arrested larvae is similar to the one in the adult \[[@bib65]\]. We wondered whether sleep is required for survival by slowing down the progression of aging phenotypes during starvation. To test this idea, we looked at established markers of aging, such as the deterioration of body wall muscle fibers, mitochondrial fragmentation, and protein aggregation \[[@bib65]\]. We crossed *aptf-1(*−*)* into transgenic strains in which either muscle myosin, muscle mitochondria, or an aggregation-prone polyglutamine-containing protein, poly-Q35::YFP, were fluorescently labeled \[[@bib65], [@bib66], [@bib67], [@bib68], [@bib69]\]. L1 larvae were starved, and the progression of aging was monitored by fluorescence microscopy until the animals had died. The morphology of the aging markers looked normal in freshly starved L1 *aptf-1(*−*)*. However, as time passed, aging markers progressed more quickly in the sleepless mutant compared with the wild-type. Muscle fibers degraded more quickly, mitochondria underwent fission earlier, and protein aggregation occurred faster. Sleepless worms reached the same maximal level of aging marker progression approximately ten days earlier compared with the wild-type ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these results suggest that, rather than merely saving energy, sleep is required for survival of starvation by counteracting the progression of aging processes.Figure 6Sleep Counteracts the Progression of Aging Phenotypes during L1 Arrest(A and B) Body-wall muscle myosin deteriorates faster in *aptf-1(*−*)*. (A) Shown is the head region of transgenic worms expressing GFP-tagged myosin (representative examples). After two days of starvation, muscle structure appears intact in both wild-type and *aptf-1(gk794)*. After fifteen days of starvation, muscle myosin deterioration has progressed much more in *aptf-1(gk794)* compared to wild-type. Arrowheads point to gaps in muscle structure. (B) Quantification of muscle deterioration. 4 days: n \> 10, N2: 1.1 ± 0.3; *aptf-1(gk794)*: 2 ± 0.3, ^∗^p \< 0.05; 12 days: n \> 10, N2: 2.2 ± 0.5; *aptf-1(gk794)*: 15.6 ± 1.9, ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; 15 days: n \> 10, N2: 7 ± 1.7; *aptf-1(gk794)*: 39.1 ± 2.7, ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001, two-sample t test.(C and D) Mitochondrial fragmentation is increased in *aptf-1(*−*)*. (C) Mitochondrial morphology appears normal in one day starved larvae, but the initially tubular mitochondria fragmented much faster in *aptf-1(*−*)* compared with the wild-type. Mitochondria in body wall muscles were labeled using GFP and were classified as tubular (M \[tub.\]), intermediately fragmented (M \[int.\]), or completely fragmented (M. \[frag.\]). Shown are the mid-body regions of worms, and arrows point to example mitochondrial structures or nucleus (N). (D) For the quantification of mitochondrial deterioration, the percentage of muscle cells displaying each level of fragmentation was determined (12 days---M (frag.): n \> 20, N2: 8.5% ± 3.3%; *aptf-1(gk794)*: 47.9% ± 5.9%, ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; 14 days---M (frag.): n \> 20, N2: 15% ± 3.4%; *aptf-1(gk794)*: 56.1% ± 6.1%, ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001, two-sample t test).(E and F) Protein aggregation is increased in *aptf-1(*−*)*. (E) Poly-Q35 was expressed in muscle, and the number of aggregates formed was scored. In one day starved L1, there were almost no detectable aggregates in both wild-type and *aptf-1(gk794)*. Shown are the mid-body regions of worms with arrowheads pointing at aggregates. (F) The number of aggregates increased much faster in *aptf-1(gk794)* compared with wild-type (12 days: n \> 20, N2: 1 ± 0.2; *aptf-1(gk794)*: 3.4 ± 0.4, ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; 14 days: n \> 20, N2: 2.5 ± 0.4; *aptf-1(gk794)*: 4.7 ± 0.7, ^∗∗^p \< 0.01, two-sample t test).

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

To understand why sleep is important for *C. elegans*, we monitored behavioral activity and RIS calcium transients to survey the prevalence of sleep across life stages and physiological conditions. We tested for the effects of food quality and availability, as these define the major physiological conditions in the life of *C. elegans*, which proliferates in ephemeral microbe-rich habitats and is able to survive long periods of starvation \[[@bib19]\]. Sleep occurred during most stages and conditions that were analyzed. RIS depolarized at the onset of sleep bouts and typically showed activity until the end of the sleep bout, inversely mirroring the pattern of behavioral activity. This pattern of RIS depolarization is consistent with the view that RIS is the inducer of sleep, and the maintenance of high RIS activity throughout most of the sleep bout suggests that sleep is under constant control of RIS. During longer sleep bouts, which were, for example, observed in dauer larvae and *daf-2(*−*)*, calcium transients still correlated with sleep onset but decreased already before the end of the bout. This may speculatively be caused by an additional mechanism that may dampen wakefulness independently of RIS, thus potentially explaining a reduced requirement for RIS activity for maintaining sleep. Consistent with this speculation, spontaneous motion is reduced in *daf-2(*−*)* and dauer larvae \[[@bib70]\]. *daf-2(*−*)* mutants showed a residual fraction of immobility that could not be suppressed by *aptf-1(*−*).* Similarly, a small fraction of residual quiescence was observed in the absence of functional RIS when worms were fed with bacteria in the presence of growth medium. Different scenarios could explain this residual quiescence. First, occasionally, slow locomotion may be falsely scored as quiescence by the analysis algorithm. Second, quiescence may exist that is not sleep or is sleep but is not induced by RIS. Severe cellular stress can also induce behavioral quiescence independently of RIS, involving activation of the ALA neuron \[[@bib39], [@bib41]\]. Thus, hypothetically, some of the conditions that we investigated may have also triggered a stress response and RIS-independent quiescence. Third, in some instances, the genetic RIS ablation might not have been fully penetrant due to transgene silencing or mutant suppression. Because, overall, only a minority of quiescent counts did not depend on RIS, we did not further investigate their cause. In summary, it emerges that, under physiological conditions, the majority of behavioral quiescence in *C. elegans* presents sleep caused by RIS.

In *C. elegans*, sleep amount strongly depends on food quality and availability, with starvation, developmental arrest, and diapause presenting the strongest sleep triggers. We hence focused our analysis on the role of sleep during starvation conditions. Starvation and aging are intimately linked: seminal work from *C. elegans* has led to the identification of genes controlling aging, including FoxO and AMP kinase, and these healthy aging genes are also required for surviving starvation \[[@bib20], [@bib21]\]. Genetic analysis in mice and humans showed that these genes are conserved regulators of aging \[[@bib21]\]. Here, building on previous work on aging and sleep in *C. elegans* \[[@bib11], [@bib36], [@bib51], [@bib52]\], we linked the network of known longevity genes to sleep induction. This longevity network consists of IIS and sirtuin signaling, which control FoxO and AMPK, which activate the RIS neuron and thus induce sleep. FoxO and AMPK can act in tissues outside of RIS (even though AMPK can also act within RIS), suggesting that multiple tissues can signal starvation to induce sleep.

All organisms are threatened with the possibility of experienced famine in their life. Thus, strategies to survive the depletion of food are highly adaptive and underlying mechanisms are deeply conserved. Across species, animals show a stereotyped biphasic behavioral response to starvation. First, arousal is increased and sleep is reduced \[[@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib16]\]. This phase is then followed by a phase of reduced physical activity \[[@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11]\]. Extreme conditions of food deprivation can lead to a quiescence state known as torpor, which is thought to preserve energy by shutting down physical and metabolic activity. Torpor differs from sleep in that the behavioral quiescence is not readily reversible. By contrast, sleep has been proposed to not only conserve energy but also to allocate resources \[[@bib17], [@bib71]\].

Does sleep serve different or similar functions during different conditions? What are the identities of these functions? And how are they carried out? Sleep has been proposed to serve diverse roles, ranging from energy conservation and allocation \[[@bib6], [@bib71]\] and restoration and regulation of key cellular and metabolic processes \[[@bib72], [@bib73]\] to higher brain functions \[[@bib74], [@bib75]\]. Viability assays revealed an important and specific role of sleep in surviving starvation-induced developmental arrest. Although sleep is vital for surviving starvation in larvae, we did not find any evidence that it is essential for lifespan extension in adults. Consistent with this finding, juvenile stages typically sleep more and are more susceptible to sleep deprivation also in other species \[[@bib23], [@bib76], [@bib77]\]. A major biological difference between starvation in adult and larval worms is that adult worms have already completed development, with all somatic cells being post-mitotic, whereas the larva has to arrest their development, which includes the inhibition of cell division \[[@bib78]\]. Thus, the survival experiments suggest that the vulnerability of larvae to sleep loss relates to the arrested development. Because adult worms also spent substantial time asleep, this suggests that sleep may also serve additional functions, which may not be essential for survival under ideal laboratory conditions \[[@bib50], [@bib51]\]. How does sleep prevent death during starvation-induced arrest? The progression of aging phenotypes, but not residual energy reserves, has been shown to predict the ability of larvae to survive and recover from starvation-induced arrest, suggesting that arrested worms do not die because they run out of energy but because of cellular demise that is mechanistically similar to aging \[[@bib65]\]. Consistent with this finding, we observed that sleep slows down the aging phenotype progression during starvation-induced arrest. Thus, sleep appears to be required for starvation survival, not only because it saves energy from being burned for motility but rather because it counteracts aging progression. Speculatively, sleep might allocate resources away from behavioral activity toward cell-protecting pathways that are similar to anti-aging processes.

Sleep is ancient and most likely evolved to serve basic, essential needs, such as recuperation from stress and illness \[[@bib41], [@bib79]\]. Here, we show that sleep during starvation-induced developmental arrest presents an anti-aging program required for survival. This function could have been an important ancient reason for a sleep response, which was co-opted later during evolution to also serve higher brain functions. Most likely, the molecular link between starvation, development, aging, and sleep also plays a role in human sleep. Figuring out how sleep protects against cellular demise will be instructive to understand its revitalizing functions.

STAR★Methods {#sec4}
============

Key Resources Table {#sec4.1}
-------------------

REAGENT or RESOURCESOURCEIDENTIFIER**Bacterial and Virus Strains**OP50 *Escherichia coli* B, Uracil auxotrophCaenorhabditis Genetics CenterOP50OP50 *Escherichia coli* that contains a GFP plasmid (pFPV25.1)Caenorhabditis Genetics Center \[[@bib80]\]OP50-GFP**Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins**FUDR, 5-Fluoro-2′-deoxyuridineSigma-AldrichF0503Levamisole hydrochlorideSigma-AldrichPHR1798**Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains**N2: *wild type*Caenorhabditis Genetics CenterN2HBR227: *aptf-1(gk794)* II.\[[@bib29]\]HBR227HBR1361: *goeIs304\[pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\].*This paperHBR1361HBR1374: *goeIs307\[pflp-11::ArchT::SL2mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR,unc-119(+)\]; goeIs304\[pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\].*This paperHBR1374HBR1709: *daf-16(mgDf50) I; goeIs304\[pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\].*This paper and Caenorhabditis Genetics CenterHBR1709HBR1753: *wtfIs5\[prab-3::NLS::GCaMP6s; prab-3::NLS::tagRFP\]*This paper, created from AML32 (Andrew Leifer lab) \[[@bib81]\]HBR1753HBR1777: *goeIs384 \[pflp-11::egl-1::SL2-mkate2-flp-11-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\].*This paperHBR1777HBR1807: *goeIs232\[psra-6::ReaChr::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\]; goeIs304\[pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\].*This paperHBR1807HBR1808: *goeIs251\[pmec-4::ReaChr::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR,unc-119(+)\]; goeIs304\[pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\].*This paperHBR1808HBR1830: *daf-2(e1370) III; goeIs304\[pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\].*This paper and Caenorhabditis Genetics CenterHBR1830HBR2005: *aak-1(tm1944) III; aak-2(ok524) X; goeIs304\[pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\].*This paper and Caenorhabditis Genetics CenterHBR2005HBR2006: *daf-16(mgDf50) I; aak-1(tm1944) III; aak-2(ok524) X; goeIs304\[pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\].*This paper and Caenorhabditis Genetics CenterHBR2006HBR2007*: daf-16(mgDf50) I; aak-1(tm1944) III; goeIs304\[pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\].*This paper and Caenorhabditis Genetics CenterHBR2007HBR2009: *daf-16(mgDf50) I; aak-2(ok524) X; goeIs304\[pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\].*This paper and Caenorhabditis Genetics CenterHBR2009HBR2020: *daf-16(mgDf50) I; aptf-1(gk794) II; aak-1(tm1944) III; aak-2(ok524) X.*This paper and Caenorhabditis Genetics CenterHBR2020HBR2030: *aptf-1(gk794) II; aak-1(tm1944) III; aak-2(ok524) X.*This paper and Caenorhabditis Genetics CenterHBR2030AGD397: *aak-1(tm1944) III; aak-2(ok524) X*; *uthEx202 \[crtc-1p::crtc-1 cDNA::tdTomato::unc-54 3′UTR + rol-6(su1006)\]* (only non-*rol-6* animals were used)Andrew Dillin lab, Caenorhabditis Genetics Center \[[@bib82]\]AGD397CF1295: *daf-16(mu86) I; daf-2(e1370) III; muEx108\[pKL99-2(daf-16::GFP/daf16bKO) + pRF4(rol-6)\]* (only non-*rol-6* animals were used)Cynthia Kenyon lab, Caenorhabditis Genetics Center \[[@bib59]\]CF1295AM140: *rmIs132 \[punc-54::Q35::YFP\] I.*Richard Morimoto lab, Caenorhabditis Genetics Center \[[@bib67]\]AM140PD4251: *ccIs4251 \[(pSAK2) pmyo-3::GFP::LacZ::NLS+(pSAK4)pmyo-3::mitochondrialGFP +dpy-20(+)\] I.*Andrew Fire lab, Caenorhabditis Genetics Center \[[@bib83]\]PD4251RW1596: *myo-3(st386) V; stEx30\[pmyo-3::GFP* + *rol-6(su1006)\].*Robert Waterston lab, Caenorhabditis Genetics Center \[[@bib67]\]RW1596HBR1617: *rmIs132\[punc-54::Q35::YFP\] I; aptf-1(gk794) II.*This paper and \[[@bib29], [@bib67]\]HBR1617HBR1618: *ccIs4251\[(pSAK2) pmyo-3::GFP::LacZ::NLS + (pSAK4) pmyo-3::mitochondrial GFP + dpy-20(+)\] I; aptf-1(gk794) II; dpy-20(e1282) IV.*This paper and \[[@bib29], [@bib83]\]HBR1618HBR1516: *aptf-1(gk794) II; myo-3(st386) V; stEx30\[pmyo-3::GFP + rol-6(su1006)\].*This paper and \[[@bib29], [@bib67]\]HBR1516HBR2098*: daf-18(ok480) IV.*This paper and Caenorhabditis Genetics CenterHBR2098HBR2100*: sir-2.1(ok434) IV.*This paper and Caenorhabditis Genetics CenterHBR210HE1006*: rol-6(su1006) II.*Henry Epstein lab, Caenorhabditis Genetics Center \[[@bib84]\]HE1006CF1724*: daf-16(mu86) I; daf-2(e1370) III; muIs105 \[pdaf-16::GFP::daf-16 + rol-6(su1006)\].*Cynthia Kenyon lab, Caenorhabditis Genetics Center \[[@bib59]\]CF1724CF2093*: daf-16(mu86) I; daf-2(e1370) III; muIs131 \[punc-119::GFP::daf-16 + rol-6(su1006)\].*Cynthia Kenyon lab, Caenorhabditis Genetics Center \[[@bib85]\]CF2093CF2093*: daf-16(mu86) I; daf-2(e1370) III; muIs131 \[punc-119::GFP::daf-16 + rol-6(su1006)\].*Cynthia Kenyon lab, Caenorhabditis Genetics Center \[[@bib85]\]CF2093CF2102*: daf-16(mu86) I; daf-2(e1370) III; muIs126 \[pmyo-3::GFP::daf-16 + rol-6(su1006)\].*Cynthia Kenyon lab, Caenorhabditis Genetics Center \[[@bib85]\]CF2102CF2005*: daf-16(mu86) I; daf-2(e1370) III; muIs120 \[pges-1::GFP::daf-16 + rol-6(su1006)\].*Cynthia Kenyon lab, Caenorhabditis Genetics Center \[[@bib85]\]CF2005CF2570*: daf-16(mu86) I; daf-2(e1370) III; muIs142\[pges-1::GFP::daf-16 + odr-1p::RFP\].*Cynthia Kenyon lab, Caenorhabditis Genetics Center \[[@bib85]\]CF2570HBR2158: *daf-16(mgDf50) I; aak-2(ok524) X; tdEx618\[ppgp-1::RFP+rol-6(su1006)\]; goeIs304\[pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\].*This paper and Masamitsu Fukuyama lab \[[@bib56]\]HBR2158HBR2159*: daf-16(mgDf50) I; aak-2(ok524) X; tdEx589\[ pMF342, pmyo-3::GFP::aak-2::unc-54 3′UTR\]+ppgp-1::RFP +rol-6(su1006)\].*This paper and Masamitsu Fukuyama lab \[[@bib56]\]HBR2159HBR2160*: daf-16(mgDf50) I; aak-2(ok524) X; tdEx700\[pMF380ppgp-1::GFP::aak-2::unc-54 3′UTR\]+ppgp-1::RFP+rol-6(su1006)\].*This paper and Masamitsu Fukuyama lab \[[@bib56]\]HBR2160HBR2161*: daf-16(mgDf50) I; aak-2(ok524) X; tdEx632\[pMF308prgef-1::GFP::aak-2::unc-54 3′UTR+ppgp-1::RFP+rol-6(su1006)\].*This paper and Masamitsu Fukuyama lab \[[@bib56]\]HBR2161HBR2162*: daf-16(mgDf50) I; aak-2(ok524) X; tdEx541\[pMF312, pdpy-7::GFP::aak-2::unc-54 3′UTR+ppgp-1::RFP+rol-6(su1006)\].*This paper and Masamitsu Fukuyama lab \[[@bib56]\]HBR2162HBR2163*: daf-16(mgDf50) I; aak-2(ok524) X; tdEx679\[pKS19, paak-2::aak-2::GFP::unc-86 3′UTR+ppgp-1::RFP+rol-6(su1006)\].*This paper and Masamitsu Fukuyama lab \[[@bib56]\]HBR2163HBR2173*: daf-16(mgDf50), aak-2 (ok524) X; goeEx720 \[pflp-11::aak-2a::SL2-mKate::flp-11 3′UTR, unc-119(+) + myo-2::mCherry\]; \[ppgp-1::RFP+rol-6(su1006)\]; goeIs304\[pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\].*This paper and Caenorhabditis Genetics CenterHBR2173HBR2151*: daf-16(mgDf50), aak-2 (ok524) X; rrEx127\[paak-2::aak-2+rol-6(su1006)\].*This paper and Richard Roy lab \[[@bib63]\]HBR2151HBR2152*: daf-16(mgDf50), aak-2 (ok524) X; rrEx191\[psulp-5::AAK-2+rol-6(su1006)\]* \[[@bib63]\].This paper and Richard Roy lab \[[@bib63]\]HBR2152HBR2153*: daf-16(mgDf50), aak-2 (ok524) X; rrEx123\[pelt-2::aak-2+rol-6(su1006)\]* \[[@bib63]\].This paper and Richard Roy lab \[[@bib63]\]HBR2153HBR2154*: daf-16(mgDf50), aak-2 (ok524) X; rrEx120\[psur-5::aak-2+rol-6(su1006)\]* \[[@bib63]\].This paper and Richard Roy lab \[[@bib63]\]HBR2154HBR2155*: daf-16(mgDf50), aak-2 (ok524) X; rrEx122\[punc-54::aak-2+rol-6(su1006)\]* \[[@bib63]\].This paper and Richard Roy lab \[[@bib63]\]HBR2155HBR2156*: daf-16(mgDf50), aak-2 (ok524) X; rrEx114\[punc-119::aak-2+rol-6(su1006)\]* \[[@bib63]\].This paper and Richard Roy lab \[[@bib63]\]HBR2156HBR2157*: daf-16(mgDf50), aak-2 (ok524) X; rrEx193\[pdpy-7p::aak-2+psur-5::GFP\]* \[[@bib63]\].This paper and Richard Roy lab \[[@bib63]\]HBR2157**Oligonucleotides**For a list of primers see [Table S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}N/AN/A**Recombinant DNA**Plasmid K171: *pmec-4::ReaChr::mKate2-unc-54-3′utr, unc-119(+)*This paperK171Plasmid K172: *psra-6::ReaChr::mKate2-unc-54-3′utr, unc-119(+)*This paperK172Plasmid K214: *pflp-11::ArchT::SL2-mKate2-unc-54-3′utr,unc-119(+)*This paperK214Plasmid K216*: pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′utr, unc-119(+)*This paperK216Plasmid K281: *pflp-11::egl-1::SL2-mKate2-flp-11-3′utr, unc-119(+)*This paperK281Plasmid K358: *pflp-11::aak-2a::SL2-mKate2-flp-11 3′utr, unc-119(+)*This paperK358**Software and Algorithms**MATLAB R2017aMathworks9.2.0.538062OriginPro 2017OriginlabSR1 b9.4.1.354 (64-bit)Excel 2016MicrosoftMSO 16.0.4738.1000 (32-bit)WormtrackerUrmersbach et al. \[[@bib86]\]WormtrackerImageJ-win64Fiji - ImageJ1.52b, Java 1.6.0_24 (64-bit)Andor iQ2AndoriQ 2.9.1R<http://cran.r-project.org>R 3.3.2, GUI 1.68NIS-ElementsNikonAR 5.02.00 (64-bit)

Contact for Reagent and Resource Sharing {#sec4.2}
----------------------------------------

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Henrik Bringmann (<Henrik.Bringmann@mpibpc.mpg.de>).

Experimental Model and Subject Details {#sec4.3}
--------------------------------------

### Worm maintenance and strains {#sec4.3.1}

*C. elegans* was grown on Nematode Growth Medium (NGM) agarose plates seeded with *E. coli* OP50 and were kept at 20°C \[[@bib87]\]. For crossings, the strains were genotyped using Duplex PCR genotyping of single worms \[[@bib88]\]. Primer sequences used for Duplex PCR can be found in [Table S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Following *C. elegans* strains were used:N2: *wild-type*HBR227: *aptf-1(gk794)* II.HBR1361: *goeIs304\[pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\]*.HBR1374: *goeIs307\[pflp-11::ArchT::SL2mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR,unc-119(+)\]; goeIs304\[pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\]*.HBR1709: *daf-16(mgDf50) I; goeIs304\[pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\]*.HBR1753: *wtfIs5\[prab-3::NLS::GCaMP6s; prab-3::NLS::tagRFP\]* (created from AML32 (a gift from Andrew Leifer) by backcrossing 2x into N2) \[[@bib81]\].HBR1777: *goeIs384 \[pflp-11::egl-1::SL2-mkate2-flp-11-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\]*.HBR1807: *goeIs232\[psra-6::ReaChr::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\]; goeIs304\[pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\]*.HBR1808: *goeIs251\[pmec-4::ReaChr::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR,unc-119(+)\]; goeIs304\[pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\]*.HBR1830: *daf-2(e1370) III; goeIs304\[pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\]*.HBR2005: *aak-1(tm1944) III; aak-2(ok524) X; goeIs304\[pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\]*.HBR2006: *daf-16(mgDf50) I; aak-1(tm1944) III; aak-2(ok524) X; goeIs304\[pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\]*.HBR2007: *daf-16(mgDf50) I; aak-1(tm1944) III; goeIs304\[pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\]*.HBR2009: *daf-16(mgDf50) I; aak-2(ok524) X; goeIs304\[pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\]*.HBR2020: *daf-16(mgDf50) I; aptf-1(gk794) II; aak-1(tm1944) III; aak-2(ok524) X*.HBR2030: *aptf-1(gk794) II; aak-1(tm1944) III; aak-2(ok524) X*.AGD397: *aak-1(tm1944) III; aak-2(ok524) X; uthEx202 \[crtc-1p::crtc-1 cDNA::tdTomato::unc-54 3′UTR* *+ rol-6(su1006)\]* (only non-rol-6 animals were used) \[[@bib82]\].CF1295: *daf-16(mu86) I; daf-2(e1370) III; muEx108\[pKL99-2(daf-16::GFP/daf16bKO)* *+ pRF4(rol-6)\]* (only non-rol-6 animals were used) \[[@bib59]\].AM140: *rmIs132 \[punc-54::Q35::YFP\] I* \[[@bib67]\].PD4251: *ccIs4251 \[(pSAK2)pmyo-3::GFP::LacZ::NLS+(pSAK4)pmyo-3::mitochondrialGFP* *+dpy-20(+)\] I* \[[@bib83]\].RW1596: *myo-3(st386) V; stEx30\[pmyo-3::GFP* *+ rol-6(su1006)\]* \[[@bib69]\].HBR1617: *rmIs132\[punc-54::Q35::YFP\] I; aptf-1(gk794) II*.HBR1618: *ccIs4251\[(pSAK2) pmyo-3::GFP::LacZ::NLS* *+ (pSAK4) pmyo-3::mitochondrial GFP* *+ dpy-20(+)\] I; aptf-1(gk794) II; dpy-20(e1282) IV*.HBR1516: *aptf-1(gk794) II; myo-3(st386) V; stEx30\[pmyo-3::GFP* *+ rol-6(su1006)\]*.HBR2098*: daf-18(ok480) IV.* created from RB712 by backcrossing 2x into N2HBR2100*: sir-2.1(ok434) IV.* created from VC199 by backcrossing 2x into N2HE1006: *rol-6(su1006) II* \[[@bib84]\].CF1724: *daf-16(mu86) I; daf-2(e1370) III; muIs105 \[pdaf-16::GFP::daf-16* *+ rol-6(su1006)\]* \[[@bib59]\].CF2093: *daf-16(mu86) I; daf-2(e1370) III; muIs131 \[punc-119::GFP::daf-16* *+ rol-6(su1006)\]* \[[@bib85]\].CF2102: *daf-16(mu86) I; daf-2(e1370) III; muIs126 \[pmyo-3::GFP::daf-16* *+ rol-6(su1006)\]* \[[@bib85]\].CF2005: *daf-16(mu86) I; daf-2(e1370) III; muIs120 \[pges-1::GFP::daf-16* *+ rol-6(su1006)\]* \[[@bib85]\].CF2570: *daf-16(mu86) I; daf-2(e1370)III; muIs142\[pges-1::GFP::daf-16* *+ odr-1p::RFP\]* \[[@bib85]\].HBR2158: *daf-16(mgDf50) I; aak-2(ok524) X; tdEx618\[ppgp-1::RFP+rol-6(su1006)\]; goeIs304\[pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\]* \[[@bib56]\].HBR2159: *daf-16(mgDf50) I; aak-2(ok524) X; tdEx589\[ pMF342, pmyo-3::GFP::aak-2::unc-54 3′UTR\]+ppgp-1::RFP+rol-6(su1006)\]* \[[@bib56]\].HBR2160: *daf-16(mgDf50) I; aak-2(ok524) X; tdEx700\[pMF380ppgp-1::GFP::aak-2::unc-54 3′UTR\]+ppgp-1::RFP+rol-6(su1006)\]* \[[@bib56]\].HBR2161: *daf-16(mgDf50) I; aak-2(ok524) X; tdEx632\[pMF308prgef-1::GFP::aak-2::unc-54 3′UTR+ppgp-1::RFP+rol-6(su1006)\]* \[[@bib56]\].HBR2162: *daf-16(mgDf50) I; aak-2(ok524) X; tdEx541\[pMF312, pdpy-7::GFP::aak-2::unc-54 3′UTR+ppgp-1::RFP+rol-6(su1006)\]* \[[@bib56]\].HBR2163: *daf-16(mgDf50) I; aak-2(ok524) X; tdEx679\[pKS19, paak-2::aak-2::GFP::unc-86 3′UTR+ppgp-1::RFP+rol-6(su1006)\]* \[[@bib56]\].HBR2173: *daf-16(mgDf50), aak-2 (ok524) X; goeEx720 \[pflp-11::aak-2a::SL2-mKate::flp-11 3′UTR, unc-119(+)* *+ myo-2::mCherry\]; \[ppgp-1::RFP+rol-6(su1006)\]; goeIs304\[pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′UTR, unc-119(+)\].*HBR2151: *daf-16(mgDf50), aak-2 (ok524) X; rrEx127\[paak-2::aak-2+rol-6(su1006)\]* \[[@bib63]\].HBR2152: *daf-16(mgDf50), aak-2 (ok524) X; rrEx191\[psulp-5::AAK-2+rol-6(su1006)\]* \[[@bib63]\].HBR2153: *daf-16(mgDf50), aak-2 (ok524) X; rrEx123\[pelt-2::aak-2+rol-6(su1006)\]* \[[@bib63]\].HBR2154: *daf-16(mgDf50), aak-2 (ok524) X; rrEx120\[psur-5::aak-2+rol-6(su1006)\]* \[[@bib63]\].HBR2155: *daf-16(mgDf50), aak-2 (ok524) X; rrEx122\[punc-54::aak-2+rol-6(su1006)\]* \[[@bib63]\].HBR2156: *daf-16(mgDf50), aak-2 (ok524) X; rrEx114\[punc-119::aak-2+rol-6(su1006)\]* \[[@bib63]\].HBR2157: *daf-16(mgDf50), aak-2 (ok524) X; rrEx193\[pdpy-7p::aak-2+psur-5::GFP\]* \[[@bib63]\].

METHOD DETAILS {#sec4.4}
--------------

### Molecular biology and transgenic strain generation {#sec4.4.1}

We cloned all constructs into the pCG150 Vector that contains *unc-119(+)* \[[@bib89]\] by using the Three Fragment Gateway System (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). For verification, the cloned constructs were sequenced. The GCaMP3.35, the ReaChr, the ArchT and the *egl-1* genes were expression-optimized for *C. elegans* \[[@bib90]\]. The *pflp-11::egl-1* transgene specifically expresses the apoptosis inducing protein EGL-1 in RIS. Thus, strains carrying this transgene have a genetic ablation of RIS. For AMPK rescue a cDNA corresponding to *aak-2a* was used and was obtained by synthesizing the gene based on the available gene sequence (Wormbase release WS266). We generated the transgenic strains by microparticle bombardment into *unc-119(ed3)* mutant worms and used phenotypic rescue of the *unc* phenotype as a selection marker \[[@bib91], [@bib92]\]. The insertions that were obtained were backcrossed two times against N2 to remove the *unc-119(ed3)* background. The following plasmids were created for this study:K171: *pmec-4::ReaChr::mKate2-unc-54-3′utr, unc-119(+)*K172: *psra-6::ReaChr::mKate2-unc-54-3′utr, unc-119(+)*K214: *pflp-11::ArchT::SL2-mKate2-unc-54-3′utr,unc-119(+)*K216: *pflp-11::SL1-GCaMP3.35-SL2::mKate2-unc-54-3′utr, unc-119(+)*K281: *pflp-11::egl-1::SL2-mKate2-flp-11-3′utr, unc-119(+)*K358: *pflp-11::aak-2a::SL2-mKate2-flp-11 3′utr, unc-119(+)*

### Dauer pheromone extraction and dauer larvae generation {#sec4.4.2}

The crude dauer pheromone was extracted as described previously \[[@bib93]\]. Briefly, worms were cultured in 1L of S-medium with resuspended OP50 at 25°C. When the culture clarified as a consequence of bacteria depletion, additional OP50 was added. When cleared the second time, the supernatant was filtered and boiled to a solid crust. This crust was extracted three times with ethanol. After evaporation of the ethanol, the dauer pheromone was resuspended in 1 mL of sterile water and stored at −20°C. A 10 μL drop of water containing dauer pheromone was placed on the solidified agarose, which contained the microchambers. The drop was placed after sealing the chambers with a coverslip. The drop was pipetted onto the surface that did not contain any microchambers and subsequently diffused into the agar. To obtain dauer larvae, NGM plates were left to starve at 25°C and daily controlled for occurrence of dauer larvae. 3 days after the first dauers occurred, the starved NGM plate was chunked to a fresh unseeded NGM plate and the dauers were allowed to crawl off that chunk. From there, individual dauer larvae were isolated and used for behavioral experiments

### Long-term imaging {#sec4.4.3}

For long-term imaging, agarose microchamber imaging was used \[[@bib34], [@bib35]\]. Briefly, box-shaped indentations in agarose hydrogel were cast using a PDMS mold. The chambers were then filled with worms and for fed conditions with bacteria, and sealed with a glass coverslip. 3% agarose dissolved in S-Basal \[[@bib94]\] was used as a hydrogel in all experiments to starve worms and bacteria except for the experiments were we investigated behavior in the presence of growth medium. To obtain growth medium conditions we mixed Nematode Growth Medium \[[@bib94]\] and S-Basal 1:1, added 3% agarose, and casted microchambers from this mix. To obtain dead bacteria, the OP50 lawn was pasteurized on seeded NGM plates for 3 hr in an oven set to 70°C. For pheromone experiments, 10 μL of dauer pheromone extract was added on top of the agarose microchamber, which then diffused into the agarose. Behavioral and functional calcium imaging \[[@bib29], [@bib86]\] was performed simultaneously. In short, we used an Andor iXon (512x512 pixels) EMCCD camera and LED illumination (CoolLed) using standard GFP filter sets. The exposure time was set to 5ms. The EMCCD "TTL fire out" signal was used to trigger the LED illumination in order to illuminate only during exposure. The 490nm light intensity was 2.00mW/mm^2^ using a 20x objective and 0.60mW/mm^2^ using a 10x objective. EM gain was set to 100. Using these parameters, we obtained image sequences with clearly identifiable worm outlines and measurable neuronal calcium transients.

Typically, 8-12 individual fields in close vicinity were filmed. Adult worms were cultured in 700μm x 700μm x 45μm (X length x Y length x Z depth) microchambers. Dauer larvae were kept in 370μm x 370μm x 25μm microchambers and L1 larvae in 190μm x 190μm x 15μm unless otherwise mentioned. For adults and dauer larvae, one imaged field included an individual worm in a single microchamber. For L1s, one filmed field can include up to four worms in adjacent microchambers. Adults were imaged using the 10x objective. L1s and dauer were imaged with the 20x objective. An automatic stage (Prior Proscan 2 or 3) moved repeatedly to the microchambers using low acceleration speeds. The frame rate we obtained was 0.1frame/s unless otherwise noted. Worms were filmed either continuously or in series of movies for optogenetic experiments.

In the L1 experiments, pretzel stage eggs were picked with an eyelash or eyebrow hair to an empty NGM plate to remove remaining bacteria. From this empty NGM plate, the eggs were transferred to the microchamber again using a clean hair. Image acquisition was started 24 hr after hatching. Dauers were obtained from plates that were left to starve at 25°C. To isolate individual dauers, we cut out agarose chunks of the starved plates and transferred them to an empty NGM plate and allowed the worms to crawl off the agarose chunk. Individual dauers were pipetted with 1-5μL of water to the microchamber. With a pick, the dauers were distributed over the microchambers so that each dauer was placed into its own chamber. We assayed dauers that were 3 days old. Adults for starvation, *daf-2(e1370)* mutants and its controls were treated with 5-fluoro-2-deoxyuridine (FUdR, Sigma-Aldrich) before the experiments. For this, L4s were transferred to seeded NGM plates containing 50μM FUdR and 50mg/L kanamycin (Sigma-Aldrich) \[[@bib64]\]. 24 hr after the FUdR treatment, we transferred the adults to the microchamber. The worms were either transferred with a worm pick into a microchamber filled with OP50 for feeding experiments or they were pipetted in a 1-5μL drop of water to a microchamber for starvation experiments. For starvation experiments, worms were kept without food for 24 hr in the empty microchambers before image acquisition. For *daf-2(e1370)* mutant experiments, imaging was started 35 hr after shifting the temperature from 15°C to 23°C. Imaging was started 6 hr after the pheromone application. Imaging was started 3 hr after the microchamber was prepared. To allow identification of the non-pumping period, additional DIC images were collected.

### Optogenetics and light stimulation {#sec4.4.4}

All optogenetic experiments using ReaChr and ArchT were performed inside microchambers \[[@bib29]\]. Two days before the experiments, the strains were grown on NGM plates supplemented with 0.2mM all-trans retinal (ATR, Sigma-Aldrich). The agarose that was used for microchamber fabrication was also supplemented with ATR of the same concentration. A dual GFP/mCherry excitation/dichroic plus GFP emission filter set (Chroma) was used to allow simultaneous GCaMP imaging and optogenetic manipulation. To activate ReaChr and ArchT, the LED light intensity at 585nm was set to 0.47mW/mm^2^ using a 20x-objective and 0.14mW/mm^2^ using a 10x-objective. The light intensities were measured using a light voltmeter (PM100A, Thorlabs).

To test for responsiveness to stimulation, we applied blue light irradiation at 490nm with an intensity of 3mW/mm^2^ to arrested L1 larvae inside the microfluidic compartments. To evoke a behavioral response we used blue light, which triggers an endogenous light-avoidance response. For these experiments, L1 worms were starved for 24 hr inside microchambers (110μm x 110μm x 10μm) and imaged with 2frames/s. After 1min of baseline imaging, the animals were illuminated for 3min and followed by an additional 1min imaging without illumination. Each animal was assayed up to 16 times with at least 1 hr between two blue light irradiations to allow the worm to recover from the stimulus. To extract sleep-wake-differences of responsiveness, the worm's behavioral state was classified post hoc into either "wake" or "sleep." The worm was classified as "wake," when it was never in a sleep bout during the imaging sequence 3.5 min before the stimulation (see below) throughout the baseline measurement and was classified as "sleep" when it was continuously in a sleep bout during the 3.5 min before stimulation. Only data from time points that continuously met the criteria for being asleep or awake during the 3.5 min before stimulation were taken for the sleep and wake analysis, the other data were excluded. These excluded data were those time points during which the worm showed episodes of both sleep and wake during the 3.5 min of stimulation. The specific numbers of experiments and data exclusions are specified as follows: For [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A, a total of 600 measurements were made. 446 (74.3%) were counted as "wake," 98 (16.3%) were counted as "sleep" and 56 (9.3%) could not be assigned to "wake" or "sleep" and were excluded. For [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C with ATR, a total of 125 measurements were made. 70 (56.0%) were counted as "wake," 19 (15.2%) were counted as "sleep" and 36 (28.8%) could not be assigned to "wake" or "sleep" and were excluded. For [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C without ATR, a total of 273 measurements were made. 110 (40.3%) were scored as "wake," 40 (14.7%) were scored as "sleep" and 123 (40.1%) could not be assigned to "wake" or "sleep" and were excluded. For [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D with ATR, a total of 167 measurements were made. 101 (60.5%) were counted as "wake," 42 (25.1%) were counted as "sleep" and 24 (14.4%) could not be assigned to "wake" or "sleep" and were excluded. For [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D without ATR, a total of 297 measurements were made. 69 (23.2%) were counted as "wake," 85 (28.6%) were counted as "sleep" and 143 (48.1%) could not be assigned to "wake" or "sleep" and were excluded. Overall for [Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C and 3D, a total of 862 measurements were made. 350 (40.6%) were counted as "wake," 186 (21.6%) were counted as "sleep" and 326 (37.8%) could not be assigned to "wake" or "sleep" and were excluded. For [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}E with stimulus, a total of 180 measurements were made. 80 (44.4%) were counted as "wake," 38 (21.1%) were counted as "sleep" and 62 (34.4%) could not be assigned to "wake" or "sleep" and were excluded. For [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}E without stimulus, a total of 131 measurements were made. 32 (24.4%) were counted as "wake," 71 (54.2%) were counted as "sleep" and 28 (21.4%) could not be assigned to "wake" or "sleep" and were excluded.

To measure responsiveness to stimulation, the slope of the linear fit of the movement speed over the first minute of stimulation was used to measure the velocity increase. These velocity increase measurements were averaged for every worm and were subsequently averaged over all worms measured. Data was statistically compared using the Wilcoxon signed rank test for paired samples so as to compare sleep and wake responses.

To test for homeostasis, RIS was optogenetically inhibited in arrested L1 larvae. *flp-11::ArchT* expressing larvae were starved for 24 hr in the microchambers and imaged for 3 hr. During the first hour, baseline data was recorded without illumination. For another hour the data was recorded under green light illumination. The third hour was recorded without green light. For statistical comparison (two-sample t test) between the condition with supplemented ATR and without ATR, we used averaged data ranging from 2.5 -- 7.5 min after the end of green light stimulation.

To test for reversibility, arrested L1 larvae that express either *sra-6::ReaChr* or *mec-4::ReaChr* were used 24 hr after hatching in the absence of food. Each animal was imaged for 30 min and illuminated after 15 min for 1500 ms with green light. This was repeated up to 6 times with a delay of at least 1 hr to allow the worm to recover from the stimulus. The reversibility recordings were classified post hoc in "awake" or "asleep." During each data point, the worm was classified as awake, when it spent less than 25% in a sleep bout during the 15min of baseline measurement and was classified as asleep when it spent at least 95% of the time in a sleep bout during the 3.5 min time interval before the optogenetic activation started. Data that could not get clearly classified with the above criteria were excluded from the analysis. Awake and asleep data was averaged for every worm to give one value for wake and one for sleep. Data was then averaged across all worms. For statistical comparisons (two-sample t test), we averaged data from the 5min after the end of optogenetic stimulation.

### Image Analysis {#sec4.4.5}

We extracted two parameters from the acquired images: 1) worm locomotion velocity: Two methods were used: A) The worm's head position was determined either manually or automatically with a home-made MATLAB routine that detects the position of RIS in the head of the animal, or the centroid of the entire body, similar to the one previously described \[[@bib86]\] and calculated with a conversion factor to obtain the velocity in μm/s. This method was applied for [Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B, [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C--4F, [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}G, [S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E, and [S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C. B) Sleep bouts were extracted using frame subtraction using a MATLAB routine similarly as previously described \[[@bib95]\]. This method was applied for [Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. 2) RIS depolarization as measured by GCaMP3 intensity: Using the coordinates for RIS position as determined by the MATLAB routine, RIS GCaMP3 intensity was extracted from the images. The RIS GCaMP3 intensity was calculated as the mean of the 30 highest pixel intensities in an 11pixel x 11pixel square around the RIS cell body. Pan-neuronal nuclear GCaMP6s intensity was calculated as the mean of the 500 highest pixel intensities in a 69pixel x 69pixel region of interest around the center of the head neurons. The intensities were subsequently normalized to obtain ΔF/F.

We analyzed sleep bouts in movies with 3 hr recording time. To score for sleep, the velocity data was smoothed using a 1^st^ degree polynomial local regression model over 25 time points using the in-build *smooth* function in MATLAB. To be scored as a sleep bout, it had to last at least 3min with a smoothed velocity below 0.5μm/s for adults and dauers and below 3μm/s for arrested L1 larvae. In L1 larvae in the presence of food, a sleep bout was defined as a smoothed locomotion velocity below 1.2 μm/s for at least 2 min. To be scored as sleep using frame subtraction, intensity counts had to be below 20% of the average intensity. These cutoff parameters were determined empirically \[[@bib95]\]. For sleep amount comparisons the time spent in a sleep bout was divided by the total time. For developing L1 larvae in the presence of food, lethargus was defined by the non-pumping period. As a representative L1 wake phase we took 3 hr before lethargus onset.

For averaging RIS activity and velocity, data was aligned to the sleep bout onset. RIS activity and velocity starting 15min before bout onset until 30min after sleep bout onset were selected for display. To obtain a flat baseline, selections that have sleeping bouts within the 15min before the bout onset were excluded from the alignment. The averaged RIS activities 5min before and 5min after the bout onset were compared using the Wilcoxon signed rank test for paired samples. The displayed RIS ΔF/F data of individual animals was smoothed with a 5-point-running-average.

### Lifespan and survival assays {#sec4.4.6}

To isolate L1 larvae for lifespan and survival assays, eggs were synchronized using bleaching of a mixed population of worms and collected in standard M9 buffer \[[@bib96]\]. The worms were allowed to hatch and to arrest overnight. The animals were then kept in the dark, at 20°C on a slowly spinning rotator in 2 mL Eppendorf tubes. At defined time intervals, we took samples and transferred the worms to fresh seeded NGM plates. We scored after 5-20 min the percentage of living worms to measure survival. A worm was scored as alive, when it was able to move on the plate. To analyze recovery, we kept the worms on the plates for 2-4 days at 20°C and then scored the percentage of worms that had re-entered development and had grown to at least larval stage L3 after feeding. At least 50 worms were scored at each time point. For comparisons, the time points "50% alive" and "50% recovering" were defined. These values represent the days when the survival/recovering curves reach 50% surviving or recovering worms \[[@bib65]\].

For survival measurements of arrested L1s in the presence of food, FUdR was used to cause the arrest. FUdR was added to a final concentration of 50μM to the synchronized worm culture in M9 at 20°C at day 4. At day 5, at least 100 worms were pipetted to NGM plates seeded with *E. coli* and containing 50μM of FUdR, with a worm density of roughly 20 worms per plate. We kept the plates at 20°C in dark and scored every two or three days for viability. Worms were identified as dead if they didn't shown locomotion after several gentle mechanical stimulations by pick. Dead worms were removed from the plates. Living worms were gently transferred to fresh FUdR NGM plates if any fungi contamination appeared on the plates. Worms that had dried out after crawling off the agar surface were excluded from the analysis.

For adult lifespan assays on food, a standard lifespan protocol was used \[[@bib64]\]. In brief, a synchronized worm culture was grown until young adulthood. At least 50 worms were transferred to freshly seeded NGM plates with a worm density of roughly 10 worms per plate. Worms were kept at 20°C in dark and scored every two or three days for viability. They were classified as alive if they showed locomotion or, if quiescent, responded to gentle mechanical stimulation exerted by a platinum wire pick. Living worms were transferred to fresh NGM plates every two days in the first two weeks to separate them from their offspring until they had stopped laying eggs. Worms that had dried out after crawling off the agar surface or that died after leaking out through the vulva were excluded from the analysis. The lifespan assays of starving adults were performed similar to the lifespan assay on food. The differences were that young adults were kept to feed on plates supplemented with 50μM FUdR for two days before they were transferred to food-free plates containing again 50μM FUdR.

To correlate sleep amount with survival, we kept arrested larvae inside agarose microchambers without food at 20°C in dark. The microchambers with L1 larvae were prepared as described above. When the agar appeared dry after a few days, we re-moisturized the microchamber with 20μL of S-Basal containing 100u/mL Nystatin (Sigma Aldrich). Nystatin was added to prevent fungal growth. Worms were imaged after two days of arrest using DIC time-lapse microscopy with a frame rate of 0.1frame/s to quantify sleep. Using a home-made MATLAB script, the worm's centroid was determined and its velocity measured. The resulting plot was smoothed over 40 time points. To be scored sleeping, the worm's smoothened velocity had to be below 40% of the average velocity for at least 2min. The time spent sleeping was divided by the total imaging time, averagely for each worm from more than 35 hr of time lapse footage recorded between day 2 and day 4 after starvation. A linear fit was calculated from worms within the range: mean ~(lifespan)~ ± SD ~(lifespan)~. The others were excluded as outliers.

### Quantification of bacteria consumption {#sec4.4.7}

To quantify bacterial consumption in FUdR-arrested larvae, FUdR was added to a final concentration of 50μM to the 3day synchronized worm culture for 24 hr. Worms were transferred in agarose microchambers filled with OP50 that had been transformed with a GFP plasmid (pFPV25.1) \[[@bib34], [@bib35], [@bib80]\]. Food consumption was measured by quantifying GFP fluorescence over time. As a control we used bacteria-filled chambers that did not contain worms. With standard GFP filter sets, 20x objective, 490 nm light (with 2.00 mW/mm^2^ intensity), 5ms exposure time and 50 EM gain we quantified GFP signals one and three days after microchamber preparation. For statistical comparisons (two-sample t test), we averaged the pixel intensities of the chambers and calculated the change in fluorescent intensity between day one and three.

To compare bacterial consumption of FUdR-arrested and reproductive growing L1s, worms were cultured in agarose microchambers as described above. Food consumption was measured by quantifying GFP fluorescence with 10x objective over 200 frames (1 frame/min) at the 4-day old arrested L1. At this time, worms had approximately similar body sizes. To determine the body size of L1s, we assumed an elongated cylinder shape of the worm. The volume of each worm was then calculated from the body length and the radius of the worm \[[@bib97]\]. For statistical comparison (two-sample t test), we normalized the fluorescence intensity change during the first 200 frames of each chamber to the corresponding mean worm volume.

### Quantification of aging markers {#sec4.4.8}

Mitochondrial fission, poly-Q35 aggregation, and muscle morphology was quantified with fluorescence microscopy similar to what was previously described \[[@bib65]\]. L1 arrested larvae (n = 10-15) were imaged every two to three days with a spinning disc fluorescence microscope equipped with a 488nm laser (Andor Revolution on Nikon TiE). Imaging was performed after immobilization with 25mM Levamisole and mounting of the worms between a sandwich of a coverslip and a 1 mm-thick 4% agarose in M9 pad \[[@bib94]\]. Images were acquired and scored using Andor IQ Software. Imaging conditions for the Andor iXon camera were an EM gain of 100 and exposure time of 15-25ms. Laser power was adjusted for each condition. Using 100x objective or 60x objective, z stacks were recorded to image all focal planes of each worm. To score morphology of muscle fibers and mitochondria, body muscle cells in two of DL, DR, VL, VR bundles (in the head or body for fibers or mitochondria, respectively) were analyzed by scrolling through all stacks. First, 50 striated myofilaments in head were scored manually if they were defective (i.e., showed the morphological disruption or disorganization) \[[@bib98]\]. Mitochondria were classified manually into three fission levels: tubular, intermediate fragmentation, or complete fragmentation as in a previous study \[[@bib65]\]. The number of poly-Q35 aggregates was also scored manually for each worm by scrolling through all z stacks. Similar to how aggregates were scored in previous studies, we defined an aggregate as a discrete structure that is isolated from the surrounding fluorescence with a discernible boundary and that falls within a typical size between 1 to 5 μm \[[@bib65], [@bib67]\]. All aging marker experiments were replicated twice. Two independent observers, which were not blinded to the genotype, and who agreed on the final numbers, scored each experiment.

Quantification and Statistical Analysis {#sec4.5}
---------------------------------------

Quantification is described in the [Method Details](#sec4.4){ref-type="sec"}. Statistical tests used were Student's t tests (two-sided), Mann-Whitney U test, Wilcoxon rank tests for paired samples, log-rank tests and Fisher's exact test using Origin software or MATLAB. For multiple comparisons in [Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} (multiple genotypes) and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (multiple tissue-specific rescues) significance was confirmed by using the Benjamini-Hochberg Procedure with a false discovery rate of 5%. The specific tests used are described in the figure captions and the [Results](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}. The graphs show mean ± SEM unless noted otherwise. The boxplots show individual data points, the box represents the 25%--75% range, the whiskers the 10%--90% range, the thin gray line is the median and the bold black line is the mean. For each experiment at least two biological replicates were performed. Detailed results for lifespan and survival assays can be found in [Tables S1--S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. A detailed list of the numbers of replicates for each experiment can be found in [Table S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.
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